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1. Introduction. Tagamlitzki [lO] has shown that if fix) is in-

finitely differentiable for x>0 (/GC°°(0, °o)) and if

| /<*>(*) |   ár,        x > 0,    k = 0, 1, 2, • • • ,

then/(x) =ce~x. In §2 a new proof is given using Liouville's theorem.

So far as I am aware, the method of proof does not apply to any

essentially more general problems, depending as it does on unique

properties of the analytic function ez. However, I have obtained a few

similar results by other methods, and to establish a sufficiently broad

framework to contain all cases, it is convenient to pose a somewhat

indefinite general problem:

Problem A. Let G be a linear space of functions; let T be an

operator on G to &; and let || -|| be a norm defined on G. When does

fECi and ||r*/|| SU, k = 0, 1, 2, • ■ • , imply that/GG where C2 is a
finite-dimensional subspace of G?

A narrower framework will also be considered :

Problem B. Let T be a differential operator and let g be a function

such that Tg= -g (or +g). When does | Tkf\ g |g|, k = 0, 1, 2, • • • ,

imply /= eg?

A very simple result of type A is obtained in §3 by taking T to

be a self-adjoint operator on a Hubert space. Differential operators

are natural choices for T, and some special cases are spelled out using

Fourier and Hermite expansions. A corollary of type B is given.

In §4,1 consider the possibility of generalizing results for particular

operators T to results for conjugate operators of the form STS~l.

For Problem B a natural choice for 5 is an operator which acts in

effect to change the variables of the differential equation Tf= —f. By

employing this device, results are obtained for example for T = piix)D

+pe(x) and for T=AD2+BD + C using respectively Tagamlitzki's

theorem and a Fourier expansion.

2. A property of e~x. Theorem lb is due to Tagamlitzki [lO]. For

other proofs and generalizations see Tagamlitzki [ll; 12], Boas [l],

and Obrechkoff [7].
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Theorem la. Iff(z) is entire, {a„} is a sequence of positive numbers

tending to infinity, and

\f(k)(an)\   = «-*», n, k = 0,1, 2, • • -,

then f(z) =ce~', where c is constant, \c\ ¿1.

Proof. Taking the absolute value of the Taylor expansion about

o„ one obtains

|/(z) I   = £ |/(4)(úV> I • I z - fln|7*! g e-o-el2-«»!.

As »—»oo, o„—»oo, and — a„ + |z—a„|—»—x (where z = x+iy). Hence

for all z, \f(z)\ =e-*. Putting g(z)=e>f(z), \g(z)\ =\e>f(z)\ =e'\f(z)\

=4. By Liouville's theorem, g(z) is a constant, and f(z)=ce~'.

Theorem lb. If fECm(0, «>) aM£i |/<*>(¡e)| S«""" for x>0,
k = 0, 1, 2, • • • , then f(x) = ce-x.

Proof. The inequalities imply that the Taylor series about an

arbitrary point a > 0 converges to /; hence the same proof applies by

extending / to an entire function.

3. Some results for self-adjoint operators.

Theorem 2. Let Tbea self-adjoint operator on a Hubert space C\. Let

{vn} be a complete orthonormal set such that Tvn=\nvn. If for M>0,

fE Ci satisfies

(1) \\Tnf\\ g M,       « = »*, «*-► oo,

thenf= £„6B (/, fn)fn where nEB if and only if \\„\ =4.

The proof can easily be supplied. Some special cases are given in

Theorems 3, 4 and 5, using properties of Fourier and Hermite expan-

sions.

Theorem 3. Let Ci={f:fECa(—<*>, °°) and f is periodic with

period 2ir}. If fECi and if for some fixed u, M,

| Dnf\2dx è Mu2n,       n = «*, nk—> °°,

thenf=Y}-Ma»einx-

Proof. In Theorem 2 take (/, g)=f-Tfg-dx, !/„ = (2ir)-1'VBI,

Tn = ip~1D, X„ = m/m.

Corollary 3-1 (Carmichael [4]). Letf(x) be an entire function of

exponential type ¿q and let it have period a. Let m= [\a\q/2ir]. Then

f(x) = £"m a» exp(2iri«x/a).
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Proof. Let f(x) = g(2wx/a). Then g is of exponential type á&

= | a\ q/2ir, and has period 2x. By Theorem 2.1 of Carmichael [4] for

every e>0, |g(n)(*)| =SM(ft + e)n exp((ft + e)|x|) for 77 = 0, 1, 2, • • • ,

and for some M independent of n and x. Theorem 3 applies with

/i = ft + e, and the result follows on letting e—>0.

In Theorem 4, the arbitrary interval length / is useful later in

Corollary 7-1. Notice that the equations have a much simpler form

when / = x.

Theorem 4. Let G= {/:/GO[0, /] and /<2">(0) =/<2">(0 =0,
77 = 0, 1, 2, • • • . If for some fixed M>0, u>0,

(2) f   | { D2 + (x/02 - l}"f\*dx ^ Mp2",       n = nk,        nk-^ »,
J o

thenf(x) = ZÍ61 a„ sin(77xx//) where b2=l + (l/ir)2(p-l).

Proof. Theorem 2 applies with

if, g) =  f fi-dx, T = M"1! D2 + (x/02 - 1},
J o

vn = (2/01/2 sin(77xV0,       K = u~l{ (n2 - l)(x//)2 + l}.

Taking l = ir and proceeding as in Corollary 3-1, one obtains the

following result of Schoenberg [8].

Corollary 4-1. The only functions of exponential type satisfying

/(2n'(0) =/(2n,(x) =0, 77 = 0, 1, 2, • • • , are the finite sine polynomials

/= Zo an sin(77xx) (of type kit).

Corollary 4-2 is a weaker form of Theorem 4 which will be general-

ized in §5, and which answers the requirements of Problem B of the

introduction, since/= sin(irx/l) satisfies {D2 + (tt/1)2 — l}/= —/.

Corollary4-2. 7//GC°°[0,/]a77d | {7»2 + (x//)2-l}"/| ^sin(xx/0,

then f(x) = c ■ sin (irx/l).

Proof. Put p,= l. The assumed inequalities imply both/GG and

(2).
Further special cases of Theorem 2 are obtainable from polynomial

expansions. I give here only the Hermite case. Similar results for

Laguerre and Jacobi polynomials can be found in [3].

Theorem 5. Let G= {/:/ entire, exponential type}. If /GG and

if for some fixed M>0, u>0,

/CO

e-*21 (D2 - 2xD)"f\2dx g Mu2n,       n = nk,       nk-> »,
-to
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then f is a polynomial of degree eß/2.

Proof. Theorem 2 applies on taking T = u~~x(D2 — 2xD) and

vn = Hn = the normalized Hermite polynomials, which are complete for

functions of exponential type (Boas and Buck [2, p. 3l]). TfECi fol-

lows from Titchmarsh [13, p. 265], and Tvn = — (2n/p)v„ follows

from Szegö [9, p. 102].

4. Conjugacy of operators. Suppose one is able to define on some

appropriate space of functions an operator S having Ci as its range

and having a unique inverse S~l defined on G. Then any answer to

Problem A for a particular T yields another for the conjugate oper-

ator STS~X by Lemma 1.

Lemma 1. Let L = STS~\ Let SCi= {/: S^/GG}. Define a norm

\\-\\s on SCi by \\f\\s= |S^/||. If fECi and ||F»/||=1 implies fEC2,
then fiESCi and ||L"/i| s^l implies fiESC2.

Proof. lè||L»/1||s = ||(5F5-1)"/1||s = ||5F«5-1/,||s = ||5-15F»5-'/i||

= ||F"5-1/1||. Therefore S^/iGG, or fiESC2.
Possible choices for 5 include the infinite order differential oper-

ators X introduced by Delsarte and Lions [5; 6], which have as range

and domain the space of entire functions. Under these operators X

all with order linear differential operators L having leading coefficient

equal to unity are conjugate to Dm—that is, L = XDmX~l for some X.

Inserting the Delsarte-Lions operators X for S in Lemma 1, one ob-

tains at least formal generalizations of Theorems 4 and 5 ; but whether

the results can be put into any particularly meaningful or interesting

form I do not know.

A type of operator 5 which applies more naturally to Problem B

arises from consideration of familiar transformations of linear differ-

ential equations. The equation F/= { ^lpi(x)Di}f=0 is transformed

into another linear differential equation by substituting (t, v) for

(x, f) where

(3) v(x) = <b(x)f(x),       I = u(x).

It can be shown that (3) is in fact the most general transformation of

the form v = g(x,f), t = h(x,f) which preserves linearity; thus it is a

natural one to consider. Restricting <p and u to C°°, and u to be real-

valued, the transformation (3) is formalized by what might be called

a "multiplication operator" <p and a "substitution operator" u de-

fined by

(d>f)(x) = <p(x)f(x), (uf)(x) =/(«(*)).
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If 0 is nonzero and u is monotone, then the inverses 1/0 and u_1

exist. It is easily verified that 0 and u are linear operators and that

they satisfy commutation rules such as

7J0 = <¡>D + 0',        Du = u'uD,       ud> = 0„u

where <pu(x) =<p(u(x)).

We now consider the class of operators S = <pu. In discussing the

conjugacy relation L = STS~l, some attention is needed for domains

of definition: if T is defined on Cx(u(a), tí (ft)), then 7 is defined on

CK(a, ft). Lemma 2 shows how solutions to Problem B can be general-

ized.

Lemma 2. Let L = STS-1 where S = <j>u, and let h — Sg where Tg= ±g.

Then: (i) Lh= ±h,and (ii) iffECiand \ Tnf\ ú\g\ for u(a) <x<u(b)
implies /GG, then fESCi and |7"/i| iS|A| for a<x<b implies

fiESC2.

Proof, (i) Lh = STS-lh = STS~lSg = STg= ±Sg= ±h. (ii) Define

11/11 =supU(o)<i<») \f/g\. The result follows from Lemma 1 on writ-

ing ||/||s = ||5-1/||=supu(o)<x<M(6)|(u-10-1/)/g| =supa<1<!, \<p~1f/ug\

= sup0<1<6 |//0ug| =sup0<1<(, \f/h\.

To what extent are linear differential operators conjugate under the

operators S = <pul Lemma 3 gives an answer for first order operators.

Lemma 3. Let L = pi(x)D+p0(x), where pi, paECK(a, ft), and

0 <pi< oo for a <x<b. Then L is conjugate to D.

Proof. By commuting the operators, SDS~l = <puDu~l<p-1

= (l/u')(D— 0'/0). The requirements pi=\/u' and pa= —<p'/u'<p are

satisfied by putting

(4) u(x) =  I    (\/pi)dx   and    <b(x) = exp
J a'

for an arbitrary a' in (a, ft). (Using a' in place of a avoids difficulties

when a is a singularity.)

Lemma 4, concerning second order operators, will not actually be

used, but it is suggestive of a classification scheme for second order

differential equations.

Lemma 4. Let T=p2(x)D2+pi(x)D+p0(x) where p0, pi, p2ECx(a, b)

and 0<p2< °° for a<x<b. There is a function q(x) such that T is

conjugate to D2+q. Moreover q is unique up to translations and reflec-

tions of the x axis.

(- J    (po/pi)dxj
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The proof (given in [3]) is similar to that of Lemma 3. The trans-

formation is D2+q = <t>uTu~l<p~l where

u~l(x) =   I   p2ll2dx,       4>(x) = exp   I    {(/>i,„- u")/2u'}dx,

giving q= -(<p"/<t>)+po,u, where pi.u(x)=pi(u(x)).

When F has constant coefficients, the canonical form is unique.

The operators 4F>2, 4Z)2+4, and 4Z>2+4D+4, for example, are con-

jugate respectively to D2, D2+i (not F»2 + l) and F>2 + 3.

5. More general answers to Problem B. Tagamlitzki's theorem

may now be generalized by means of Lemmas 2 and 3.

Theorem 6. LetfECx(a, b). LetL = piD+p0 where p0, piEC'°(a, b)

and 0<pi<&> for a<x<b. Require further that b be a singular point

of L (either b = °o or pi(b) = 0) such that for any a' in (a, b),

x:(l/pi)dx —> oo    as   x—>b.

Let h satisfy Lh=-h. Then \Lnf\ g \h\, « = 0, 1, 2, • • • , a'<x<b,
implies f=ch.

Proof. By Lemma 3, L = SDS~l, where S = <pu with <p and u given

by (4). By part (i) of Lemma 2, Lh= — h when h — Sg and Dg= —g

(implying, of course, g = ke~z). Theorem lb and part (ii) of Lemma 2

apply with SCi=C°(a', b), Ci=Cx(u(a'), u(b)) = Cx(0, oo).

Theorem 7 of Tagamlitzki [ll] corresponds to the special case

po= — 1, which gives h = constant.

Next we give an analogous generalization of Corollary 4-2.

Theorem 7. Let pi, poECx(a, b), 0<pi< oo for a<x<b. Define u, I,

L, and h by

«(*) =  (\l/pi)dx,       I = u(b),       L = (piD + po)2 + (tt/02 - 1,
J a

h(x) = sin{iru(x)/l} exp   I    ( — po/pi)dx
J a

Then: (i) Lh= —h, and (ii) |Ln/| g \h\ for a<x<b implies f=ch.

Proof. Taking S — <pu from (4) one has by Lemma 3, (piD+po)2

= (SDS-l)2 = SD2S-\ Hence LASTS'1 where T = D2 + (w/l)2-l.

Since Tg=—g when g = sin(mc//), (i) follows from Lemma 2; and
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(ii) is the result of applying Lemma 2 to Corollary 4-2.

The operator L of Theorem 7 includes as special cases operators

having constant coefficients given by

(5) L= AD2 + BD + C   where    1 + C - 52/44 > 0,

the inequality by virtue of (x/02>0. An equivalent restriction is

that Lh= —h has an oscillatory general solution, namely,

(6) *(*) = cie-B*>2A sin{x(x - c^/A^l}

where

I2 = x2(l + C - B2/4A)~2.

Corollary 7-1. Let L be given by (5), and let h be any solution (6) of

Lh= —h. If | L"f\ ^ | h\ for 77 = 0, 1, 2, • • • , and for all x between any
two zeros of h, then f = ch.

Proof. In the theorem put pi = 41'2, p0 = £/241/2, (a, ft) = interval

between the given zeros of h.
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